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A note by Dr R K Pachauri

The animal kingdom is replete with fascinating examples 
of a wide variety of species and the care with which nature 
has ‘designed’ each of these creatures. Animals, birds, 
and fish are equipped with unique tools necessary for 
their survival, right from unique tails, teeth, fins or claws to 
beaks or trunks. 

This series focuses on animals and the amazing 
adaptation that nature has equipped them with to suit 
their habits and habitats. Some have tails that help animals 
move, while others possess tails that can kill; skin could 
serve as camouflage in a particular species but be used 
to breathe in others. The examples are as innumerable as 
they are remarkable.

As the human race moves towards industrialization and 
urbanization, we have been cutting down trees, polluting 
water bodies and contaminating the air, thus endangering 
the lives of many creatures of the wild. While learning 
about these wondrous creatures, I hope that our young 
readers will be inspired to protect the beautiful world 
brought alive on these pages and keep these fascinating 
species alive for generations to come.

R K Pachauri
Director-General, TERI
Chairman, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
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Some female 
crocodi les use 
their tai ls to bui ld 
nests in the sand. Others 
keep the eggs wet unt i l 
they hatch by splashing 
water on them with 
their tai ls .

TAILS OF WONDER
Different animals have different 
kinds of tails. Kangaroos have long, 
thick tails; while penguins have short, 
stiff ones. Quite a few—like dogs 
and cats—have hair on their tails; 
while alligators have tails with scales. 
Opossums use their tails to hold 
onto branches; while squirrels and 
snow leopards wrap their tails around 

their bodies to keep them warm. 
Then there are those, like the 

peacock, with tails so 
beautiful that they 
use them to 
attract mates. 

Spin a tai l
As it hops 
along, a 
kangaroo 
uses its 
tail for 
balancing.

Opossum

Squirrel
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Tails also help animals move. 
Crocodiles use their scaly and 
muscular tails for swimming. 
Beavers use them as paddles, 
and as cushions to sit on when 
they clean themselves. 

Tails are used to show 
feelings, as well. Dogs, for 
example, wag their tails in 
excitement or tuck them 
between their legs when they 
are scared. Tails are also 
good for balancing. The 
stiff tail of the penguin, for 
instance, prevents it from 
falling over backwards.

Tails can kill, too. The tail 
of a porcupine is covered 
with sharp quills. When it is 
attacked, it uses its quills to 
hurt its enemy. 

No matter for what 
purpose tails are 
used, nature has 
designed them in 
such a way that each 
animal has exactly the 
type of tail it needs. 

Peacock

Snow leopard



Cave salamanders 
use their tai ls to 
grasp rocky 
cave wal ls .

BALANCING ACT
Millions of years ago, dinosaurs lived 
on the earth. Most of them had 
long necks, huge heads, and tails. 
The tails helped the heavy dinosaurs 
in maintaining their balance while 
walking. Without their tails, many 
of them would have simply tipped 
over and fallen on their face at 
every other step!  

TAILS UP
Even today, many animals use their 
tails for balance. The sperm 
whale lifts its tail high into the air 
before diving into water. 
This helps it to get into 
the right position. 
The whale then 
moves its broad, fl at 
tail in big, powerful 
strokes and starts 
swimming. 

Spin a tai l
Harvest 
mouse
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ANIMAL ACROBATICS
The harvest mouse is an adventurous animal. It can hang by 
its tail just like an acrobat hangs by his hands or 
legs. Like the harvest mouse, the sea horse, which 
lives under water, is quite a gymnast. To avoid 
being swept by waves, it curls its little tail around 
seaweeds and hangs on tight.

NEED FOR SPEED
The cheetah is the fastest animal on earth. When it attacks and 
chases other animals, sometimes they try to escape by making a 
sharp turn. Then the cheetah, too, turns and keeps chasing. It is 
the cheetah‛s long tail that helps it steer its body while turning. 

The sea horse uses its tail for 
grasping. Sperm whales stick 
their tail out of the water and 
swing it around. The cheetah‛s 
tail helps it change direction 
while running. Cheetah

Sea horse

Sperm whale



GRIPPING TAILS
A tail can be a very useful tool. When opossums reach for food 
or another branch with their front feet, they use their tails to 
hold on to a branch. Beavers use their fl at tails as seats and 
plop down on them whenever they need a break! 

MONKEYING AROUND
Most monkeys use their tails for 
gripping and swinging around. Such 
tails are called ‘prehensile‛. When 
monkeys hang from branches with 
their tails, it leaves their limbs 
free for other things like searching 
for food. The black spider monkey, 
famous for its acrobatic skills, 
has a bare patch near the tip of its 
tail. The patch helps it grip better 
while hanging. 

HOPPING KANGAROOS
Kangaroos use their tails as a third 
leg. When they hop, fi rst the tail 
moves down to meet their feet in 
midair. As kangaroos land on the 
ground, they raise their tails. 
The tail‛s movement pushes them 
up again. 

The musky rat kangaroo is different 
from other kangaroos. While most 
mammals carry nesting material in 
their paws or mouths, musky rat 
kangaroos use their tails instead. Monkey
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